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Abstract

Background:
It has been demonstrated that dynamic electrochemistry can be used to correct blood glucose measurement 
results for potentially interfering conditions, such as humidity, hematocrit (HCT) variations, and ascorbic acid.  
The purpose of this laboratory investigation was to assess the potential influence of hematocrit variations on a 
variety of blood glucose meters applying different measurement technologies.

Methods:
Venous heparinized whole blood was drawn, immediately aliquoted, and manipulated to contain three different 
blood glucose concentrations (80, 155, and 310 mg/dl) and five different hematocrit levels (25%, 37%, 45%, 
52%, and 60%). After careful oxygenation to normal blood oxygen pressure, each of the resulting 15 different 
samples was measured 8 times with the following devices: BGStar, Contour, Accu-Chek Aviva, Accu-Chek Aviva 
Nano, Breeze 2, Precision Xceed, OneTouch Ultra 2, OneTouch Verio, FreeStyle Freedom Lite, Glucocard G+,  
GlucoMen LX, GlucoMen GM, and StatStrip [point-of-care (POC) device]. Cobas (Roche Diagnostics, glucose 
hexokinase method) served as laboratory plasma reference method. Stability to hematocrit influence was 
assumed when less than 10% bias occurred between the highest and lowest hematocrit levels when analyzing 
mean deviations for all three glucose concentrations.

Results:
Besides the POC StatStrip device, which is known to measure and correct for hematocrit (resulting in <2% bias),  
four self-test meters also showed a stable performance in this investigation: dynamic electrochemistry,  
BGStar (8%), and static electrochemistry, Contour (6%), Glucocard G+ (2%), and OneTouch Verio (6%). The other 
meters failed this test: colorimetry, FreeStyle Freedom Lite (16%), and static electrochemistry, Accu-Chek Aviva (23%), 
Accu-Chek Aviva Nano (18%), Breeze 2 (36%), OneTouch Ultra 2 (34%), Precision Xceed (34%), GlucoMen LX (24%), 
and GlucoMen GM (31%).

Conclusions:
As hematocrit variations occur in daily routine (e.g., because of smoking, exercise, hypermenorrhea, pregnancy,  
stay in mountains, and hemodialysis), our results may encourage use of meters with stable performance under  
these conditions. Dynamic electrochemistry as used in the BGStar device (sanofi-aventis) appears to be an effective 
technology to correct for potential hematocrit influence on the meter results.
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Introduction

Performance of frequent blood glucose monitoring 
procedures is a daily routine for patients with diabetes 
mellitus on insulin therapy and is also recommended by 
current clinical practice guidelines.1,2 Patients and doctors 
make treatment decisions based on the obtained readings, 
which can impact the patients’ wellbeing. Therefore, 
the accuracy of glucose assessments is of uppermost 
importance. However, based on the underlying 
technology of strips and devices, chemical substances 
and environmental conditions, such as humidity or 
temperature, may influence the readings and may impair 
the accuracy of obtained values to provide reliable 
guidance for treatment decisions.3–5

Hematocrit has long been known to affect the accuracy 
of glucose analysis.6,7 Several studies of different glucose 
meters have indicated that lower-than-normal hematocrit 
values (<30% to <35%) result in overestimates of laboratory 
glucose concentrations when the point-of-care (POC) 
method is used for comparison, whereas hematocrit 
values higher than normal (>45%) result in underestimates 

of laboratory values.8–10 Several hypotheses have been 
proposed to explain the impact of abnormal hematocrit 
values on blood glucose testing, such as altered viscosity 
of blood, prevention of plasma from reaching the reaction 
surface of the test strip, change in diffusion kinetics, 
and/or increased packed red cell volume and displace-
ment of plasma volume leading to insufficient plasma 
volume for accurate testing.10

For instance, a fixed volume of plasma has a higher water 
content and therefore has higher glucose concentrations 
of approximately 11–12% compared with whole blood 
already at a normal hematocrit of approximately 45%. 
This difference is even more pronounced in the case of 
high hematocrit values.11,12

The instructions for use of many handheld blood glucose 
meters limit their use to clinical situations in which 
hematocrit values are within a specific range, typically 
30% to 60%. However, use of these devices in daily 
routine may occur outside these hematocrit values, e.g., 
in critically ill patients, extreme exercise, and late-stage 
nephropathy.13–15 

Technical accuracy of glucose meters is usually not 
determined against the gold standard method for 
glucose assessment (isotope dilution mass spectrometry) 

but by comparison with a method in routine use in 
the clinical laboratory, thus establishing a comparative 
accuracy.11,12 However, bedside devices are often used 
to determine glucose concentrations when frequent 
monitoring of glucose is important, e.g., for daily insulin 
dosing calculations. Multiple studies have already shown 
that the majority of handheld and POC glucose meters 
are affected by hematocrit interference and that the 
observed deviations may have an impact on therapeutic 
decisions.16–19 One technical solution to correct for a 
possible hematocrit interference is parallel measurement 
of hematocrit with a subsequent correction algorithm as 
employed by the POC StatStrip device (Nova Biomedical). 
In several studies, the StatStrip device was compared 
with other devices and was found to be insusceptible 
against hematocrit or ascorbic acid interference, while 
the comparator devices showed deviating results when 
subjected to hematocrit and ascorbic acid interferences, 
with the magnitude of interference varying by glucose 
measurement technology.20,21

Another possibility to reduce hematocrit interference is 
the application of a physical and mathematical result 
correction as employed by dynamic electrochemistry. 
Dynamic electrochemistry involves multiple measurements 
at different conditions (e.g., by varying frequencies and 
voltage) and readjustment of the input stimulation signal 
in response to how the electron transfer kinetics at the 
electrode and the related chemistry are progressing.  
This dynamic adjustment results in a much richer output 
signal that forms the basis for a “fingerprint” that the 
meter’s algorithms can analyze to develop correction 
factors to minimize distortion caused by the interfering 
factors.22

This laboratory investigation was performed to assess 
the impact of hematocrit variation on the performance 
of a new blood glucose meter employing dynamic 
electrochemistry technology in comparison with several 
other blood glucose meters based on different electro-
chemical colorimetric technologies.

Materials and Methods

Measurement Devices and Laboratory Protocol
The following blood glucose meters were included in 
this investigation: BGStar (sanofi-aventis; glucose oxidase 
with dynamic electrochemistry); Accu-Chek Aviva and 
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Accu-Chek Aviva Nano [Roche Diagnostics; both glucose 
dehydrogenase (GDH) with static electrochemistry]; 
Contour and Breeze 2 (Bayer; both GDH with static 
electrochemistry); OneTouch Ultra 2 and OneTouch Verio 
(LifeScan; both GDH with static electrochemistry); Freestyle 
Freedom Lite and Precision Xceed (Abbott Diabetes Care); 
and Glucocard G+, GlucoMen LX, and GlucoMen GM 
(Menarini Diagnostics). StatStrip Connectivity (Nova 
Biomedical, Waltham, MA) was used as whole blood reference 
method. Reference measurements with this device were 
performed before and after each meter test. Cobas 6000  
(Roche Diagnostics, Mannheim, Germany; glucose hexo-
kinase method) served as plasma reference method, and 
assessment was performed once before use of each sample. 
Two meters of each device were used in this protocol.

Blood sample collection for this study was performed 
in accordance with local ethical and legal requirements. 
After the blood draw, heparinized samples were 
manipulated as described here to contain three different 
levels of blood glucose and five different hematocrit 
concentrations. Thus, the total amount of samples to be  
tested was 15 samples. Samples were aliquoted and 
shortly stored at 4 °C until measurement. Prior to glucose 
measurements with the reference and test methods, the 
degree of oxygenation was adjusted to reach physiological 
capillary values (range 55–140 mm Hg) and hematocrit 
of the prepared samples was measured with the ABL80 
FLEX CO-OX blood gas analyzer (Sendx Medical/
Radiometer, Carlsbad, CA). Each meter/strip combination 
was tested four times (8 measurements/meter/sample 
= 1440 measurements in total). All experiments were 
carried out under similar environmental conditions.

Sample Processing
Venous, heparinized whole blood was drawn the day of 
the experiment. For hematocrit interference, blood was 
spiked to three appropriate target glucose concentrations using 
a 40% concentrated glucose solution (B. Braun, Germany; 
target ranges: 50–90, 120–180, and 280–350 mg/dl) and 
was carefully manually rocked in a 15 ml centrifugation 
tube for at least 5 min. Then the samples were centrifuged 
to separate plasma and red blood cells. Five aliquots were 
reconstituted in separate tubes to produce hematocrit 
values of approximately 20–30%, 35–40%, 45–50%, 50–55%,  
and 55–65%. Exact values of hematocrit and oxygen 
pressure in the sample were verified by means of the 
ABL analyzer. The degree of oxygenation of each sample 
prior to glucometer measurement had to be within meter 
specifications (i.e., within a range of 55–140 mm Hg).  
If necessary, individual samples were oxygenized by 
gentle manual rocking at room temperature.

Analysis
Data of each meter was tabulated. Mean values and 
standard deviations for each meter type/sample 
combination were calculated, and the coefficient of variation  
was determined (precision). Mean glucose value with 
the hematocrit of 40–45% was set to be 100% in order 
to determine the bias (percentage deviation) at different 
hematocrit and glucose levels. The means of these 
deviations were used for calculating maximal mean 
percentage deviation (MMPD; largest observed high 
deviation + largest observed low deviation from the value 
at hematocrit of 45%) for each meter at the three glucose 
concentrations. A MMPD <15% for the individual glucose 
level and a mean MMPD over the entire glucose ranges 
<10% was defined as indicative for no clinically relevant 
influence of hematocrit on blood glucose readings.  
Data were calculated for each meter and individual glucose 
concentration. In addition, mean deviation over the 
entire glucose range was determined for each meter type. 
Comparisons between mean values were calculated by 
means of the two-sided Student’s t-test. A p value < 0.05 
was considered statistically significant.

Results
Laboratory manipulations achieved final glucose values  
of 79–84, 150–161, and 301–314 mg/dl at hematocrit values 
of 25%, 37%, 45%, 52%, and 60%, respectively. Deviations at 
different glucose levels and mean bias for each device 
are shown for BGStar in Figure 1 and for the competitor 
devices in Figures 2 to 4.

Few devices were not affected in a clinically relevant 
magnitude by hematocrit interference (BGStar, OneTouch 
Verio, Glucocard G+, and Contour). These four unaffected 
devices and technologies showed a comparable 
performance in this experiment, with individual minor 
deviations seen with some samples. Several of the other 
devices showed pronounced deviations from the reference 
hematocrit value, with the largest bias seen for Breeze 2 
at the high glucose concentration (+43% to -17% with 
increasing hematocrit). As expected, the best performance 
was seen with the capillary whole blood reference device 
(StatStrip; see Figure 2). 

Calculation of mean absolute percentage deviation for 
the different blood glucose ranges is provided in Table 1, 
and mean values over the entire blood glucose ranges are 
provided in Figure 5.

Similar to the individual analysis, only the four previously 
mentioned devices were classified to be not influenced 
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by hematocrit in a clinically relevant way (MMPD <15% 
for individual glucose levels, mean MMPD over entire 
glucose ranges <10%: BGStar 8%, Contour 6%, OneTouch 
Verio 6%, and Glucocard G+ 2%).

Discussion
Prevalence of hematocrit variations is usually under-
estimated by physicians and diabetes nurse educators, 
but they occur in daily practice more often than generally 
expected. They can be induced by lifestyle interventions 
(e.g., smoking, prolonged exercise) and are also influenced 
by environmental conditions (e.g., seasons, geographic 
height), demographic conditions (e.g., age), and disease- and 
drug-related conditions (e.g., hypermenorrhea, pregnancy, 
renal disease, hematological disorders).23,24 The normal 
within-subject biological variation is 3%, and the analytical 
variation is also 3% when observed in healthy subjects.25 
Partly due to hemodilution in warm weather, hematocrit 
often has a seasonal variation in normal healthy adults. 
Based on results of a meta-analysis from 18 studies of 

Figure 1. Relative deviation of the BGStar from the glucose 
concentration measured at a hematocrit value of 45% at the three 
glucose ranges and the combined mean value.

Figure 2. Relative deviation of four comparator devices (StatStrip, Contour, Accu-Chek Aviva, and Accu-Chek Aviva Nano) from glucose 
concentration measured at a hematocrit value of 45% at the three glucose ranges and the combined mean value.
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24,793 participants, the population mean is approximately 
3% lower in summer than winter.25,26 Population mean 
values that are 7% lower in summer than in winter have 
been found in some studies, although no seasonal effect 
may also be seen, especially in temperate climates.27 
If hematocrit values are sampled at yearly peak and 
trough time points, with intervals of up to 6 months, a 
15% relative change (95% level) can be seen in a normal 
healthy adult, e.g., a change from 0.42–0.48.25 The relevance 
of this phenomenon has only been investigated in 
high-risk populations (e.g., intensive care unit patients 
or neonates), but information from community-based 
studies is lacking.28 In older patients also suffering from 
various diseases, these variations can be much more 
pronounced.29,30 However, hematocrit interference on blood 
glucose meter results may represent a potential risk factor 
for diabetes patients, e.g., for patients performing intensive 
insulin therapy, as inaccurate blood glucose readings may 

lead to wrong treatment decisions, potentially risking 
the patient’s safety and wellbeing.

Some of the modern glucose measurement technologies 
have been developed to address this potential risk factor. 
One option is that the devices measure hematocrit 
values in parallel to glucose concentrations and apply a 
corrective term before displaying the result; this option 
has been incorporated into the StatStrip technology.20,21,31 
Another possibility to correct for hematocrit interference 
is to use sophisticated mathematical algorithms based 
on the differences in the kinetics of the electrochemical 
reactions of glucose and confounding substances under  
different measurement conditions to perform a mathematical 
correction prior to result display. This method is referred to 
as “dynamic electrochemistry” and has been incorporated 
into commercially available blood glucose meters for 
patient self-measurement, such as the BGStar and iBGStar 

Figure 3. Relative deviation of four comparator devices (Breeze 2, Precision Xceed, OneTouch Ultra 2, and FreeStyle Freedom Lite) from glucose 
concentration measured at a hematocrit value of 45% at the three glucose ranges and the combined mean value.
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Figure 4. Relative deviation of four comparator devices (OneTouch Verio, Glucocard G+, GlucoMen GM, and GlucoMen LX) from glucose 
concentration measured at a hematocrit value of 45% at the three glucose ranges and the combined mean value.

Table 1.
Percentage Deviation between Glucose Concentrations Measured at the Lowest (25%) and Highest (60%) 
Hematocrit Level for All Three Glucose Ranges

Glucometer
Glucose concentrations

79–84 mg/dl 150–161 mg/dl 301–314 mg/dl
BGStar 6.1% 14.5% 3.9%
Contour 13.5%a 2.9%a 0.2%

Breeze 2 3.9% 42.2%a 61.3%a

OneTouch Ultra 2 23.5%a 43.6%a 34.7%a

OneTouch Verio 3.0% 6.2% 8.4%
Precision Xceed 37.3%a 36.2%a 28.4%a

FreeStyle Freedom Lite 13.9%a 18.4% 14.4%a

Accu-Chek Aviva 26.2%a 18.9% 25.6%a

Accu-Chek Aviva Nano 23.7%a 12.9% 20.4%a

Glucocard G+ 3.0% 0.2%a 2.2%

GlucoMen LX 24.9%a 27.1%a 40.0%a

GlucoMen GM 43.6%a 13.1% 14.8%a

StatStrip Connectivity 1.8% 0.5%a 3.4%
ap < .05 versus BGStar.
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devices from sanofi-aventis.22 In this mathematical model, 
it is proposed that each oxidation process leading to an 
electrode signal can be represented by a unique vector 
based on a phase angle (psi) and a unique vector length 
(YO) and that the concentration of each analyte leading 
to an electron transfer can be determined by monitoring  
the change in the admittance magnitude in the direction 
of the characteristic angle for that particular species when 
applying different baseline measurement conditions 
(e.g., frequency or voltage). The total faradic admittance 
for all electroactive species present is given by a linear 
combination of the independent vectors from different 
species. By applying different measurement conditions,  
the model allows for calculation of the individual 
contribution of an interfering substance based on the 
knowledge of the analyte-specific phase angle of the 
oxidation signal. Based on existing calibration curves 

and the knowledge about phase angle and basis vectors, 
glucose in samples containing several electroactive  
species can be measured by correcting the measured 
total admittance from several underlying measurement 
conditions for the influence of a variety of known 
interfering substances and conditions.22,32 In our laboratory 
study, these corrections lead to unbiased readings 
independent from hematocrit variation.

Several important limitations of our investigation need to 
be highlighted, which prohibit a direct translation of our 
laboratory results into clinical practice recommendations. 
Firstly, this investigation was performed in an artificial 
laboratory setting with manipulated venous samples. 
It was designed to provide information regarding the 
effect of hematocrit on the underlying technology of the 
investigated meters. However, all explored devices are 

Figure 5. Mean percentage deviation between glucose concentrations measured at the lowest and highest hematocrit value calculated over all 
glucose ranges.
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designed to operate optimally with capillary blood 
obtained from the fingertip in a clinical environment. 
Therefore, we have not provided data about observed 
absolute accuracy or precision of the results. Also, while 
sample specimen and environmental factors were controlled 
in our experiment for all devices, other factors such as 
the complexity of chemical reactions, the involvement  
of different coenzymes, and additional unknown strip 
components may have further influenced our results.  
In this context, it is important to mention that oxygen 
pressure plays a crucial role in the laboratory performance 
assessment of devices employing dynamic electrochemistry. 
In particular, investigators who are interested in further 
exploration of this technology in a laboratory setting should 
ensure that oxygen pressure in their samples is indeed 
thoroughly assessed and adapted to physiological values 
immediately before measurement, if necessary. Otherwise, 
conclusions drawn from their laboratory results with 
devices employing dynamic electrochemistry may be of 
limited value or even misleading.

We optimized the laboratory setting in this respect and 
were able to demonstrate that the majority of the different 
devices tested is indeed subject to a pronounced inter-
ference by hematocrit. Given an observed individual 
relative variability of hematocrit of up to 15% in healthy 
subjects25 and the even larger distribution of hematocrit 
in patients affected by chronic disease, with extreme 
ranges from 30–70%,23,24 the impact of hematocrit on 
accuracy of blood glucose readings may have been 
underestimated so far. However, further well-designed 
studies are warranted to elucidate this phenomenon.  
In any case, it appears to be advantageous to select those 
blood glucose meters among existing devices that have 
demonstrated a stable performance, independent from 
hematocrit interference. In our investigation, few devices 
fulfilled this requirement, and the manufacturers of the 
other blood glucose meters might want to invest time 
and effort to improve their technologies with respect to 
insusceptibility to hematocrit interference.

In conclusion, hematocrit interference can affect the 
accuracy of blood glucose readings in daily clinical 
practice. In our laboratory investigation, few devices 
performed in a stable manner if challenged by this 
confounding factor. Dynamic electrochemistry as employed 
by the BGStar device appears to be an attractive techno-
logical solution to allow for reliable blood glucose 
determination under circumstances associated with 
hematocrit variations.
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